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How can anime and manga be used to help students learn Japanese? This book attempts to

provide an answer to that question as well as the "how to learn Japanese" question. Of course,

Japanese fiction does use a highly informal and caricatured version of the language, but when the

student understands the difference between formal and informal language, anime and manga can

become a valuable resource to learn Japanese. If you are tired of re-reading and re-listening to the

same dialogues from your Japanese language textbook, why not try something new and

different?This book will teach you a method that allows you to learn, practice, and never forget new

Japanese vocabulary, phrases, grammar points, and kanji that you encounter from any anime or

manga of your choice. This system will teach you how to learn Japanese successfully the fun and

easy way including how to speak Japanese both formally and informally. The method of this book

also covers smarter ways to practice listening comprehension and reading and writing the Japanese

language.This is not your conventional Japanese language textbook that lists topics to study

accompanied by new vocabulary and grammar points. You can find hundreds of those in

bookstores and across the internet. Rather than dissect and explain a large hodgepodge collection

of words and lines from random anime and manga that you may not be interested in, this book will

show you a system on how to learn from any series of your choice. You may find this system

particularly useful if you have trouble remembering any new Japanese language.Learn Japanese

vocabulary, grammar, and kanji from the Dragon Ball, Sword Art Online, Naruto, One Piece, Fairy

Tail, One Punch Man, Death Note, Bleach, and Attack on Titan!
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Very good points so far and I'm looking forward to learning Japanese.

Finally, a book on learning Japanese that focuses on the most effective way to learn it or any

language - by combining immersion in things you love with the science of spaced repetition. This

method has been popular online for a while now, and it stands in contrast to traditional language

learning methods. It's about time someone wrote this book, and don't be fooled. You don't have to

be a fan of anime and manga to get something useful from this. You don't even have to have

Japanese as your target language! Some information in here is of course specific to anime fans who

are learning Japanese, the vast majority, and particularly the method, is useful for anyone who

wants to learn a second language! 5 stars!

The "book" is a scam and I want my money back. There is zero useful information.

If you are looking for a book to physically teach you Japanese or Kanji, this isn't the book for you.

Rather what this book works to do is give you the tools necessary to teach yourself. It provides

helpful links, the author's own personal experience with learning a language. It gives a lot of tips and

tricks to assist in the process. My son (9) and I are still working on our Japanese. This was an

interesting read to help guide us on a less structured path for learning. We will continue to look at

these tips to see how to improve. The author does mention his struggles as he learned Korean

throughout the book. I'm not sure how related the languages are. I also would've liked to see like a

resources page or section keeping all the links together or even .making some suggestions on the

best workbooks/textbooks the author would suggest, since he does mention them. It was a good

starting point, I just feel like it needs some expanding or flushing out.

The book contains some good general study tips, and several specific tips for studying in the age of



computers. Unfortunately, many of the computer-related items are not clearly presented. Someone

already familiar with the recommended tools can likely work out the author's intent, but I suspect

newcomers will be mightily confused. This problem is compounded by poor English grammar and

occasional sentence fragments which left me crying aloud for a copy-editor!If properly polished, this

short work would be well worth 99 cents. Its current price of $2.99 is far too high.

I found his book through his Youtube channel, and I like the simple way he lays out his method. I

have been learning from a textbook alone, and often get bored of the exercises. I have been trying

to find a more fun and efficient way to study, which is exactly what the book addresses. Flashcards

of single words at a time will only get you so far, and never teach you the natural way to speak and

understand a foreign
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A great book with great advice, taking the price into account. And some of the negative reviewers

need to read a little more closely (like the one who questioned what SRS is, when the author clearly

points to Anki software for SRS). The author acknowledged the criticisms and will rewrite the book.

But, for those who have been struggling to learn Japanese, and are well on their way but keep

searching for the most efficient use of time, you'll find some gold nuggets here. For anyone who is

looking for a "quick" or "easy" way to learn Japanese . . . sorry, that doesn't exist!!!! The Japanese

had a very simple language with no written language. Then, they took Chinese, an entirely unrelated

language, and tried to make it "fit" into theirs. A round peg in a square hole. For Japanese, who

understand before they read, it's easy. For the rest of us, TORTURE!!! But so worth it, when you

see the beauty of kanji.I've read almost every book on  Prime regarding Japanese language

learning. This is the ONLY one that gives any new advice. Different methods work for different

people. I found a method that works for me, but I keep searching for something that can make my

studies more efficient. This book is the only one that I've read that presents some new thoughts.

As a language learner myself I learned quite a lot from his experiences and examples I definitely

plan on utilizing. Great ideas I never thought of and shined some light on somethings I was doing

that I never really thought about l.
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